Purpose: To evaluate the within-session repeatability of a new fast transient visual evoked potential (tVEP) device testing normal individuals.

Methods: We tested 30 normal subjects (20/20 visual acuity, normal 24-2 SITA Standard VF) with tVEP. Test duration was 20 seconds/eye. Synchronized single-channel tVEPs were recorded using a modified Diopsys Enfant System (Diopsys, Inc., Pine Brook, New Jersey, USA), which generated a time series of 240 data points per analysis window. Two checkerboard contrast reversal patterns were used in the study: 85% and 10% Michelson contrast. Each eye was tested 10 times (5 with 10% and 5 with 85% contrast). The stimulus was presented on an LCD monitor optimally adjusted for <4% residual flicker. The following parameters were identified from the filtered N75-P100-N135 complex: N75 latency, N75 amplitude, P100 latency, P100 amplitude, P100-N75 latency, and Delta P100-N75 latency. The standard deviations for the five tVEPs for each OS, OD and OU at each contrast level were calculated. The standard deviations for OD were grouped into two data sets based on contrast level.

Results: Mean age was 27.3±5.2 yrs. The total number of tests was 300 [30 patients x 5 (re-tests) x 2 (10% and 85% contrast levels)]. The results were bilaterally filtered with bandpass frequencies of 5 Hz to 30 Hz. Only the right eye was evaluated. The mean P100 latency at 10% and 85% contrast were 114.7 ms (95% CI: 112.6-116.7) and 102.3 ms (101.5-105.1), respectively. The table summarizes the repeatability data. The N75-P100 amplitudes were 5.3uV (4.5– 6.1) and 8.0uV (6.2-9.8), respectively.

Conclusions: The device using our procedure showed good within-session repeatability for both contrast levels.
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